
Read Psalm 136;  Matthew 6v1 and 4 (esp Message!), Luke 22v17-19; 1 Thessalonians 5v16-18; Philippians 4v6

Gratitude/Humility: A loving and thankful response toward God for His presence with us IN ALL THINGS.  Recognizing God’s 
presence, provision, and control in all circumstances.  Also Humility: Not thinking less of yourself, but thinking of yourself less.  
Choosing the hidden way of love rather than the overt way of power.

Gratitude.  We often think that we have to have just received some good news or a gift.  But the practices of Gratitude 
and Humility are more about us than our circumstances.  These practices revolve around our ability to see beyond 
ourselves and our circumstances and choosing to see God’s work in and around us... and responding appropriately.

Living in a spirit of Gratitude and Humility is a practice we can start in a minute... and work on an entire lifetime!  Here are a 
few practices to help all of us move forward in this wonderful Spiritual Practice:

Intentionally replacing each complaint in our mind or on our lips with a “Thank You” to God or others
Reviewing all God has blessed us with while praying or journaling
Say Thank You to service people, strangers, and other we would normally ignore
Intentionally stopping to say “Thank You” to God several times a day for simple things... sun, love, life, etc.
Focussing on abundance - what we HAVE - not scarcity - what we do not have
Refraining from self-promotion and image management... instead focusing on humility and right actions
Choosing downward mobility and intentional simplicity

I love this quote from Richard Rohr... a great approach to the spirit of Gratitude and Humility:
“Humility and Gratitude are really the same thing.  A humble person is simply a brutally honest person about the whole truth.  
You and I came along a few years ago; we’re going to be gone in a few years.  The only honest response to life is a 
humble one that expresses thankfulness for the opportunity!”

Resources:
Life Signs Henri Nouwen
Here and Now Henri Nouwen
The Gift of Being Yourself David Benner
Humility Andrew Murray
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